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Introduction
Greetings, and thank you for at least looking through my guide. As my third
major compilation, my hope is that this guide will prove to be as useful to many as
the first one was. Forgive me for this page, as I know you’ll want to jump right into
the action with this information. However, there are a few things I want to make
perfectly clear to each and every person who reads and/or uses this guide.
First, and foremost, this guide is a compilation of information that comes
from Muni Shinobu’s guide. The information contained within these pages is
strictly a compilation, in easier reading form, of his information. As such, I ask that
you not steal his work. It could not have been easy to find all of these various
weapons, items, buns and pots, and he has been gracious enough to share his
findings with us across many games, even before the release stateside, so that we
would not be completely lost. Since KOEI has seen fit not to have a strategy guide
released, he has been the primary (and in some cases, only) hope of finding hidden
information. Respect him by not stealing from him.
Second, the information is not 100% verified by me. Names that were in the
Japanese version may be different than in the US version; stages may not have been
unlocked yet since the game came out; characters may not have been discovered.
Keep this in mind when you use the guide. Some information may be different from
the actual game, for one reason or another. And don’t gripe off at me because of it –
again, the game JUST came out. I haven’t had the chance to test every single
solitary thing, so when I can, I will make sure I do. In the meantime, if you have
verified some of the information, feel free to contact me and let me know, so that I
can update the file and credit you appropriately.
Finally, the procedure for unlocking and navigation in this game is different
than part 3 or Xtreme Legends. The Musou modes are longer and more general,
instead of a random set of stages there is a set path per family. There are no
weapons to find, and there are more items to be found. Because of all of this, the
way the guide works will be different than previously. If you have any questions,
additions, changes, or feedback, please email me at my current address,
marcusd@digital-legacy.net. I don’t currently have internet access, so it may take
me a while to get back to you, but rest assured I will.
Thank you for your continued support, and enjoy.
ReVeLaTeD
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Level 10 Weapons
NOTE: The Level 10 weapons have 4 requirements. These MUST be in effect; otherwise, the procedures
will not work.
1. The difficulty MUST be set to Hard.
2. The weapon MUST already be at Level 9.
3. (Unconfirmed) The Mode MUST be set to Free Mode unless otherwise noted.
4. The Stage Side MUST be the character’s side. For example, Liu Bei would be SHU side.
Don’t email me asking “well why didn’t it work?” if you didn’t even bother to verify those 3 things are true.
I won’t answer questions that are already answered in this guide, so don’t waste your time asking. Also,
names in red have been verified, either by myself or another person.

SHU
Character

Stage

Weapon
Gold Moon
Dragon

Requirements

Liu Bei

Battle of Ru Nan

First, you’ll need to meet up with Zhao Yun.
He’ll appear by your Gate, in the south, and
he’s heading up towards the castle. Just go to
where he is, and he will swear his allegiance.
Once this is done, go as fast as you can to the
castle gate, and kill Li Dian. The doors will
open, and you’ll need to rush in to meet up with
Zhang Fei. Once you do this, Xiahou Yuan will
appear down by your gate. You’ll need to go
and defeat him before Guan Yu shows up which will be between 27:00 and 25:00 on your
stage timer. After defeating Yuan, go back into
the castle and defeat both Yu Jin and Xu Zhu,
who are inside fighting. This opens the door
where Zhang He is, as well as causes Xiahou
Dun to appear. Kill Dun first, then swing back
by and kill Zhang He. Once that’s done, take
out Yue Jin, who is up by Cao Cao. The
message should automatically appear.
ReV’s Note: I personally found this one to be
much easier with Red Hare. The time needed
to get from place to place is a lot less with Chi
Tu Ma (Red Hare) than it is to just walk around.
Also, I only got this in Free Mode;
Musou Mode didn’t get me anything; however, I
don’t know if that was due to the fact that I had
killed Zhang He before Xiahou Dun, or if it was
the fact it was Musou Mode. If anyone has or
can get weapons in Musou Mode let me know.

Guan Yu

Battle of Fan
Castle

Basically, fight troops until Wu’s reinforcement
units arrive. Once they arrive, you need to
defeat Zhou Tai, Lu Xun, and Lu Meng. The
order isn’t important.

Zhang Fei

Battle of Chang
Ban

Take out Xiahou Dun, Xiahou En, and Xiahou
De first. Once that’s done, escort Liu Bei until
you get to the bridge. Let him cross first, then
follow. Zhang Fei should do the yell event.
There will be a notice that Liu Chan, the
newborn child of Liu Bei, is stuck in the castle
and surrounded by troops. Take a horse and
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ride into the castle to where Liu Chan is.
There’s a red box against the wall; take it, and
ride over to where Xiahou Yuan is. Kill him
before Zhao Yun dies. If he’s already died
before you get a chance to kill Xiahou Yuan, hit
that magic Reset button.
Zhao Yun

Battle of Bo Wan
Po

Zhuge Liang will instruct your team in this
battle; basically, follow his instructions. First,
lead Xiahou Dun to the fire attack spot down
the center path, as noted on the map. You’ll
need to go all the way down the path, at least
until you can see the gate in the distance.
Once you’re there, just wait. Make sure Dun
talks about you being a coward. When the
attack is successful, kill Dun. Han Hao will
then charge you; lead him to the upper path.
When Guan Ping appears, kill Han Hao. Next,
go to the upper bridge, and taunt Yu Jin to
follow you across it. When Guan Yu pops out,
kill Yu Jin. You’ll see Zhuge Liang order Zhang
Fei to burn Cao Cao’s food; once that’s done,
blaze a trail (kill enemies in the path) for Zhuge
Liang to enter the castle and meet Cao Cao.
ReV’s Note: This one isn’t hard, but it is
tedious. The enemy has a tendency not to
follow you if you’re on a horse, so use Red
Hare to get from place to place, but for the
actual taunting, go on foot so the general
keeps you in sight.

Ma Chao

Campaign for
Cheng Du

Navigate your way through the maze towards
where Liu Zhang is; eventually, Pang De and
Ma Dai will arrive as enemy backup troops.
Defeat them to gain the prize.
ReV’s Note: This one must be done in Musou
Mode.

Huang
Zhong

Battle of Jian Ye

Defeat either Huang Gai, Taishi Ci, or Zhou Tai
before you defeat the true Sun Jian. Sun
Shang Xiang, Sun Ce, and Sun Quan will all
appear and attack. Defeat all three.
ReV’s Note: Sun Shang Xiang, Sun Ce, and
Sun Quan will auto-regenerate after a few
minutes once you defeat them, so you don’t
actually kill them until after Sun Jian is dead.
Since I haven’t done this one myself yet, you
may have to kill all three before any one of
them regenerate.

Wei Yan

The Campaign
For Jing

Xing Dao Rong will attack you in an ambush
down by where Liu Bei starts. Defeat him first.
Then, defeat Liu Xian, who is the sub general
of Liu Du. Kill Liu Du next, then swing over to
the bottom fortress where Jin Xuan will
challenge you to a duel. Decline the duel and
avoid him, going past him through the
fortress. Keep going until you reach the castle
wall, where you’ll find Yang Ling. Kill Yang
Ling, which will cause Huang Zhong to emerge
and challenge you. Defeat him, either in a duel
or in regular battle. If you succeed, Huang
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Zhong will join Shu, and you’ll get the weapon.
Yue Ying

The Nanman
Campaign

Defeat everyone except for Wu Tugu. Zhu
Rong must be defeated in duel, Meng Huo
must be defeated 6 times (of which 1 must be a
duel, and he will challenge you the third time
you defeat him), and then for the final time he
will appear inside the base. Approach Wu
Tugu, and wait for Zhuge Liang to announce a
plan. Beat on Wu Tugu but do not kill him.
Eventually, Zhuge Liang will order fire arrows in
order to take out the Teng Jia (bamboo armor)
units. When this happens, Yue Ying will claim
her item.
ReV’s Note: This stage has a LOT of soldiers.
IN fact, it’s very common to have everyone but
you die. They just keep coming and coming.
Because of this, your base will be in danger
frequently, even if you raise your own morale.
Take out as many strongholds as you can to
swerve some of the soldiers off while you’re
waiting for the next fight with Meng Huo.

Jiang Wei

Battle of Tian
Shui

-

Pang Tong

Battle of Luo
Castle

First, clear out all of the enemy troops that are
above the ally castle. Zhang Ren will get
pissed off and attack you; lead him across the
vertical bridge (the one closest to the castle).
Bombs will be set up, and when you go near
the bridge again, it will be destroyed to prevent
Ren’s escape. Track him down and kill him.

Zhuge
Liang

Battle of Wu
Zhang Plains

Head to the left and go after Zhang He. An
Arbalest unit will approach you (it’s a machine
that shoots arrows at high speed) and block
you in. Take out Zhang He, then head towards
the enemy encampment. Sima Yi will get
enraged by your taunts, and a Supply Troop
will appear, heading towards your base. Go
back and kill Xiahou Dun, because he’ll be
targeting the troop. When the Troop makes it
to your base, you’ll get the weapon.
ReV’s Note: This can only be done in Musou
Mode. Also, The Battle of Jie Ting has to have
been cleared, or the Supply Troop won’t show
up, because the supplies are coming from
there. Xiahou Dun goes at the speed of
lightning when he’s pissed off, so be careful
around him. If he causes you to go into the
red, run and jump as best you can, because he
is able to run up to you and slash you quickly,
killing you.
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WEI
Character

Stage

Cao Cao

Battle to Chi Bi

Xiahou Dun

Battle of Xia Pi

Xiahou
Yuan

Battle of Ding Jun

Dian Wei

Battle of Wan
Castle

Xu Zhu

Battle of Tong
Gate

Zhang He

Battle of Jie Ting

Zhang Liao

Battle of Hu Lao
Gate (Lu Bu)

Xu Huang

Battle of Guan Du

Cao Ren

Battle of Fan
Castle

Zhen Ji

Battle of Chang
Ban

Weapon

Requirements
First, go after Pang Tong. His tactic will fail,
allowing you to defeat Zhuge Liang so he cannot
summon the wind. Take out Gan Ning and Lu
Meng, which will cause the Wei army to fight full
force. Take out Huang Gai to stop the fire.
ReV’s Note: This must be done in the order that
I’ve listed it.
Zhang Liao will show up as a support unit.
Defeat him, then defeat Diao Chan.
Kill the hostage that you are releasing
immediately before he can escape, then defeat
Huang Zhong.
When Zhang Xiu retreats, head towards Cao
Cao. Cao Cao will exchange words with you
(Dian Wei), then you’ll need to blaze a path for
his escape. Keep doing this until the fire attack
that blocks the exit; Dian Wei will break through
the fire wall.
Defeat Pang De and Ma Dai in that order. Han
Sui will defect to Cao Cao’s side. Then, the Shu
troops will start their attack.
Go down to where Ma Su is to surround him ,
then kill him. When you’ve done that, first defeat
all sub generals, then all main generals. MAKE
SURE that you kill the subgenerals first,
because you won’t be killing every general if you
kill the main generals.
FIRST, go to Si Shui Gate and defeat Liu Bei,
Cao Cao, and Sun Jian. Once that’s complete,
go to Battle of Hu Lao Gate. Wait until the
enemy starts their fire attack, then approach one
of the three above. After the event, defeat all
three.
ReV’s NOTE: This is Musou Mode ONLY.
Defeat Yan Liang and Wen Chou. Yuan Shao’s
army will arrive to the battlefield. Wait for Guan
Yu and Liu Bei to encounter one another,
causing them to leave the battlefield. Your two
fortresses at the top of the map will be captured,
and Cao Cao will retreat into the castle.
Battering rams will show up to the field, and your
army will locate the enemy food supply. Cao
Cao will proceed to attack the supply depot; once
he enters, follow him in. Take out Chun Yu
Qiong, and an enemy ambush will appear
outside of the fort. The castle walls will finally
fall; defeat the enemy ambush after this
happens, and then supply depot will be
destroyed.
Defeat all four of the weapons that are sieging
the castle. Lu Meng will come out to stop you;
defeat him.
First defeat Zhao Yun. When Zhang Fei yells
and frightens the troops at Chang Ban bridge,
defeat him. When Ma Su appears with an
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Sima Yi

Battle of Wu
Zhang Plains

enemy backup troop, defeat him. When Liu Qi
appears with his navy, defeat him. Defeat Guan
Yu, who is guarding Liu Bei’s escape, then
defeat Zhuge Liang.
Take out Zhang Yi and Wei Yan. Take out Ma
Su next which triggers Zhuge Liang’s fake death
and Wei’s full assault. Kill Guan Xing and Ma
Chao.
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WU
Character

Stage

Weapon

Requirements

Sun Jian

Battle for the
Imperial Seal (?)

Defeat Li Jue, Zhang Liao, Diao Chan, and Lu
Bu.

Huang Gai

Battle of Chi Bi

Defeat all of the Gate Captains before the
boats are burned, then take out Cao Ren, Cao
Hong, and Cao Pi.
ReV’s NOTE: If you didn’t already have a clue,
this almost REQUIRES you to have Red Hare.
Huang Gai is just too slow to run around the
field, and the gates are all spread out, not to
mention the three Caos being in 3 different
spots.

Sun Shang
Xiang

Battle of Nan
County (?)

Defeat Wang Lang. Zhou Yu will step up in an
event. After the event, kill Cao Ren.

Sun Quan

Battle of He Fei

Zhang Liao will retreat from the field to prepare
for his ambush. Sun Jian will come out from
the base, and the bridge behind him will be
destroyed, isolating Sun Jian. Li Dian’s
ambush will appear; take him out, then help
Sun Jian to jump the broken bridge to safety.
Zhang Liao will surprise attack Sun Jian; defeat
him, then defeat Xiahou Dun and Xiahou Yuan.

Sun Ce

Campaign of
Jiang Dong (?)

When your food supply depot is taken and
Zhou Yu begins to retreat from battle
(approximately 10 minutes into battle), defeat
Liang Gang. Liu Xun will begin to retreat;
follow him to where he meets Ji Ling. Liu Xun
will swear revenge for Liang Gang and he will
begin to go back towards the supply depot.
Enter it before he does, and take out Li Feng,
Chen Ji, and Yue Jiu before he gets there.

Zhou Yu

Battle of Fan
Castle

A few minutes (10 minutes or shortly
thereafter) after starting the stage, a Supply
Unit for the enemy will appear in the upper
right, heading towards the castle. Take out the
captain before the Unit reaches the castle.

Taishi Ci

Assault on Wu
Territory (?)

Cross the first bridge you see. Yu Mi will
retreat to Niu Zhu Fortress; catch up with him
before the gate closes. Defeat him as well as
Zhang Ying before they run.
ReV’s Note: If you don’t have a horse, you
won’t make it.

Lu Xun

Battle of Yi Ling

Keep Zhu Ran alive until the fire attack begins.
Once the enemy base is burned, enter and
completely navigate the stone maze.

Lu Meng

Battle of Mai
Castle (?)

Defeat all enemy sub-generals and main
generals, including ambush generals, before
Guan Yu can retreat and escape.

Gan Ning

Battle of Xia Kou
(?)

Kill Su Fei and Chen Shen, then stand over by
Huang Zu’s boat when Zhou Yu proposes a fire
attack. Once they discover the gun powder,
destroy the burning pot on the boat. Follow up
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by killing Chen Jiu, Deng Long, and Zhang Hu.
Soon, the two ships will connect, and both will
burn. Then, defeat Cai Mao.
ReV’s Note: If you don’t see Chen Shen, and
see Gan Ning instead, then kill Gan Ning.
Zhou Tai

Assault on Nan
Man (?)

Take the path to the right and kill Wu Tu Gu.
Enter the enemy base before Dong Tu Ne
and Ahui Nan defect, and Meng Huo will
appear inside the base.

Da Qiao

Battle of Xu
Chang

Defeat Dian Wei.

Xiao Qiao

Battle of Cheng
Du

Defeat Guan Ping (he will ambush you in the
forest) as well as Guan Yu (also an ambush in
the forest) before Ma Chao’s reinforcements
appear.
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OTHER
Character

Stage

Weapon

Requirements

Lu Bu

Lu Bu’s
Rebellion (?)

Basically, kill EVERYTHING that moves. Sub
generals, top level generals, soldiers, ambush
troops, back up troops, everyone except Dong
Zhuo.

Diao Chan

Battle of Si Shui
Gate

Defeat NO enemy generals. An enemy
messenger will attempt to deliver his message;
do not interrupt him. Let Hua Xiong be
defeated by your allies, then defeat Sun Jian
and Cao Cao.

Dong Zhuo

Lu Bu’s
Rebellion (?)

Basically, kill EVERYTHING that moves. Sub
generals, top level generals, soldiers, ambush
troops, backup troops, everyone except Lu Bu.

Yuan Shao

Battle of Guan
Du

Go towards Guan Du castle until the battering
rams appear. Protect the battering ram until it
breaks down the walls.

Zhang Jiao

Yellow Turban
Rebellion

Defeat all sub generals and top level generals
first, then take out He Jin. Dong Zhuo will
arrive with his army; defeat Hua Xiong.

Meng Huo

Battle of Cheng
Du

Basically, kill EVERY GENERAL. Sub
generals, top level generals, ambush generals,
back up generals, everyone except Zhuge
Liang; then kill him.

Zhu Rong

Battle of Xu
Chang

Take out Cao Xiu and Cao Zhen. A Ladder will
arrive; protect it until it’s set up. Take out Cao
Hong, Xiahou Dun, Hu Zhi, Man Chong, Sima
Zhao, and Cao Zhang. An explosion will go off
inside the castle.

Created
(Fu Xi
Sword)

Yellow Turban
Rebellion (Allied
Troops)

Basically, kill EVERY GENERAL.

Created
(Nu Wa’s
Sword)

Yellow Turban
(?) (Allied
Troops)

Defeat Gao Sheng, , Deng Mao, Huang Shao,
He Yi, and Yen Zheng.

Created
(Liu Bei’s
Sword)

Yellow Turban
(?) (Allied
Troops)

Defeat Po Cai, Zhou Cang, and Cheng Yuan
Zhi, -OR- defeat He Yi, Pei Yuan Shao and
Cheng Yuan Zhi.

Created
(Ma Chao’s
Spear)

Battle of Si Shui
Gate (Allied
Troops)

Defeat all enemy generals that are outside of
the fortresses, and Sun Jian will back off from
active fighting. Defeat Hua Xiong and all
generals and sub generals around him. When
Zhang Liao shows up to join the fighting, defeat
him. Go to the supply depot and take out the
two generals there.

Created
(Lu Meng’s
Halberd)

Battle of Hu Lao
Gate (Allied
Troops)

Defeat Lu Bu.
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Item and Saddle Discovery
Item

Stage

Side

Requirements

Red Hare
Saddle

Battle of Xia Pi

Lu Bu

Kill no generals until Guan Yu goes after Red
Hare, which is on the small outlet on the bottom
right. When he mounts Red Hare and tries to
ride off with it, stop and kill him. Then, go out to
the outlet, and there is a box there. Make sure
you go to get the box – simply mounting Red
Hare is not enough!

Hex Mark
Saddle

Campaign against
Liu Bei

Yellow Turban
(Musou Mode
only)

First pick the defend battle, then the assault
battle (?). Take out Zhao Yun and Guan Yu
before the backups appear. Beat Liu Bei to a
little over halfway pulp. The box will be on the
island on the bottom right.

Flying
Lightning
Saddle

Campaign against
Cao Cao

Lu Bu

Attack either Xu Huang or Yue Jin from the rear,
which will stop their surprise attacks. Xiahou
Dun will appear as reinforcement, defeat him.
ReV’s Note: In order to get this to work, you
must go through one of the paths and wait for a
message about searching the area. Then, the
map will flash where you need to go. Once this
happens, go to that area, and you will uncover
the plot. Once that’s done, you need to enter
Cao Cao’s castle for Dun to appear.

Shadow
Runner
Saddle

Battle of Tong Gate

Liu Bei

Take out the 4 generals at the bottom on the
right. Wait for Han Sui to confer with Cao Cao.
The gate to the castle will open; take out Yu Jin
and Xu Huang and Cao Cao’s 2 sub generals.
Go around and slaughter countless soldiers until
his personal morale drops to 1. One of two
things will occur: either your army will find a
large pack of horses, or Han Sui will refuse to
defect to Cao Cao.

Elephant
Saddle

Defense of Nan
Man (?)

Nan Man

Ride an elephant into the enemy base.

Sun Tzu’s
Art of War

Campaign against
Sun Jian (?)

Dong Zhuo

Enter the castle before the enemy
reinforcements appear, then defeat all but one
of: Sun Quan, Sun Shang Xiang, Zhou Tai, Lu
Meng, or Gan Ning. A supply troop will appear,
heading towards the bottom gate.

Survival
Guide

Two Qiaos Rescue
(?)

Sun Jian

First rescue Da Qiao, then rescue Xiao Qiao.
The item will be near the bridge at the southern
edge of the map.

Bodyguard
Manual

Guan Yu Thousand
Mile Journey

Liu Bei

Continue forward and let Xiahou Dun reach you.
When you reach the 5 th gate, let him catch you;
pass through together. The item is just ahead.

Way of
Musou

Guan Yu Thousand
Mile Journey

Cao Cao

Pass through the 5 th and final gate. A supply
troop will appear near the 4 th gate, heading
towards the castle.

Power
Scroll

Yellow Turban
Fortress (?)

Yellow Turban

Take out Guan Yu and Zhao Yun. A supply
troop will appear in the upper left corner of the
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map, heading towards the top center.
Wind Scroll

Battle of Xu Chang

Shu

Protect Yue Ying, and defeat Xu Zhu when he
appears as an ambush. Sima Yi will awe in
your ability.

Fire Arrows

Campaign on Jing
Zhou Province (?)

Wu

Take out Zhou Xin before the enemy forces
combine. A supply troop will appear near the
castle on the left side of the map, heading
northwest.

Charge
Bracer

Campaign against
Sun Jian (?)

Yuan Shao

Enter the castle before the enemy
reinforcements arrive. A supply troop will
appear south of the castle and head southwest.
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Character Unlocking
Characters cannot be unlocked in Free Mode. In order to unlock a character, you must
be going through that character’s Musou.

SHU
Character

Stage

Initial Character?

Requirements

Liu Bei

N/A

YES

N/A

Guan Yu

N/A

YES

N/A

Zhang Fei

N/A

YES

N/A

Zhao Yun

Act II (2)

NO

Clear the Shu Act #2.

Pang Tong

Act II (2)

NO

Clear the Shu Act #2.

Zhuge Liang

Act II (2)

NO

Clear the Shu Act #2.

Huang
Zhong

Act II (2)

NO

Clear the Shu Act #4.

Wei Yan

Act IV (4)

NO

Clear the Shu Act #4.

Yue Ying

Act IV (4)

NO

Clear the Shu Act #4.

Ma Chao

Act IV (4), Assault
on Cheng Du (?)

NO

Defeat Ma Chao, and he will surrender.

Jiang Wei

Shu Tales, Battle of
Tian Shui

NO

Do what Zhuge Liang tells you to do: first, clear
out all generals outside of the castle. Then,
Jiang Wei will exit the castle and attack. Take
out his two sub generals. Annihilate all
opposition between Jiang Wei and Zhuge Liang.
The two will meet, and Wei will surrender. Enter
Tian Shui castle, and take out the last of the
enemy.

WEI
Character

Stage

Initial Character?

Requirements

Cao Cao

N/A

YES

N/A

Xiahou Dun

N/A

YES

N/A

Xiahou
Yuan

N/A

YES

N/A

Xu Huang

Act I (1)

NO

Clear Wei’s Act I.

Dian Wei

Act I (1)

NO

Clear Wei’s Act I.

Xu Zhu

Act II (2)

NO

Clear Wei’s Act II.

Cao Ren

Act III (3)

NO

Clear Wei’s Act III.

Zhen Ji

Act III (3)

NO

Clear Wei’s Act III.

Sima Yi

Act IV (4)

NO

Clear Wei’s Act IV.

Zhang Liao

Act III, Battle of Xia Pi

NO

Clear Battle of Xia Pi.

Zhang He

N/A

NO

Clear 11 of the Wei Musou Mode stages.
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WU
Character

Stage

Initial Character?

Requirements

Sun Jian

N/A

YES

N/A

Huang Gai

N/A

YES

N/A

Sun Shang
Xiang

N/A

YES

N/A

Lu Meng

Act I (1)

NO

Clear Wu’s Act I.

Sun Ce

Act II (2)

NO

Clear Wu’s Act II.

Zhou Yu

Act II (2)

NO

Clear Wu’s Act II.

Sun Quan

Act III (3)

NO

Clear Wu’s Act III.

Zhou Tai

Act III (3)

NO

Clear Wu’s Act III.

Lu Xun

Act IV (4)

NO

Clear Wu’s Act IV.

Da Qiao

Take Back Two
Qiaos (?)

NO

Clear Take Back Two Qiaos (?).

Xiao Qiao

Take Back Two
Qiaos (?)

NO

Clear Take Back Two Qiaos (?).

Taishi Ci

Act III (3), Defense
of Wu (?)

NO

Defeat Taishi Ci. He will run, and after awhile,
come back to join your army.

Gan Ning

Act IV (4), Battle of
Xia Kou (?)

NO

Defeat Gan Ning and he will appear when you
clear Act IV.

OTHER
Character

Stage

Initial Character?

Requirements

Lu Bu

N/A

NO

Clear Musou Mode once (kingdom doesn’t
matter).

Diao Chan

N/A

NO

Clear Lu Bu’s Musou Mode.

Dong Zhuo

N/A

NO

Clear Lu Bu’s Musou Mode.

Yuan Shao

N/A

NO

Clear Wei’s Musou Mode.

Zhang Jiao

N/A

NO

Clear ALL of the other Musou Modes. That
includes: Shu, Wu, Wei, Nanman, Dong Zhuo,
Lu Bu, Nanman, and Yuan Shao.

Meng Huo

N/A

NO

Go through either Shu or Wu’s Musou Mode,
and when you come to Nanman, wait for Meng
to duel you, then accept the duel and defeat
him.

Zhu Rong

N/A

N/A

Go through either Shu or Wu’s Musou Mode,
and when you come to Nanman, wait for Zhu
Rong to duel you, then accept the duel and
defeat her.
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